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More Power for Summer Radio

When you take radio away with you—take Eveready Radio "A" and "B" Batteries, the batteries whose great power lasts longer. Remember, summer's the time when radio signals are weaker.

Batteries do get used up in time. The ones you've been using, though partly exhausted, may be satisfactory for the strong winter signals, but are probably inadequate for the weaker summer signals.

For a "B" Battery use the familiar standard 22 1/2 volt Eveready "B" Battery No. 766. It has variable taps for "soft" detector tubes. Put two, three or four in series to provide sufficient power for amplifying tubes.

To light the filaments of your dry cell vacuum tubes for the longest time, use Eveready Dry Cell Radio "A" Battery No. 711. The Eveready "A" will astonish you by its long-sustained vigor. It is advisable to use two Eveready "A"s" connected in multiple for each WD-11 or WD-12 tube—this gives the "economical eighth" ampere drain per cell which insures maximum economy and longer life. For sets employing one to three UV-199 tubes use three Eveready Dry Cell Radio "A" Batteries No. 711 connected in series.

The greatest electro-chemical laboratory known created these famous dry cell batteries on which radio largely depends. The experience of thirty years in battery making stands back of them.


For your lightweight sets to take camping or on hikes, Eveready has suitable small batteries.


Informative and money-saving booklets on radio batteries sent free on request. If you have any questions regarding radio batteries, write to G. C. Furness, Manager, Radio Division, National Carbon Company, Inc., 130 Thompson Avenue, Long Island City, N. Y.

Eveready Radio Batteries
—they last longer
THE V-60
SUPER-TONED RECEIVER

At Quality Dealers $150.00

Incorporates All the Essential Qualities for Ideal Radio Reception

TONE ECONOMY RUGGEDNESS
DISTANCE SENSITIVITY SELECTIVITY
NO REGENERATION TWO CONTROLS
NO HOWLS OR SQUEALS NO BODY CAPACITY

VOLUME SIMPLE TUNING NO DISTORTION
NO RERADIATION ONLY FOUR TUBES

Parts may be had by the Experimenter
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

HENRY HYMAN & CO., INC.
MANUFACTURERS

“what others think”

“The ‘Bestone’ Receiver under tests conducted by the Radio Editor has proven superior in total quality to any set, commercial or home-made, tested under similar conditions. It was noteworthy that volume was not sacrificed for clarity as is commonly the case.”
New York Telegram-Mail.

“‘It is easy to tune and it certainly does work—has the selectivity which is essential where the ether is congested as it is here.’”
New York Herald-Tribune

“‘The ‘Bestone’ Circuit combines the essentials of the ideal radio Receiver in an economical, practical combination. The outstanding features are its quietness of operation without distortion, its extreme sensitivity, simplicity of operation, faithful reproduction and distance-getting qualities.’”
New York World.
Dubilier Micadons Make Set-building Easy

The man who builds his own radio set has the assurance that no matter how he may arrange his transformers, his grid-leaks, his tubes there are regular and special Dubilier Micadon fixed condensers that facilitate his task.

Every circuit requirement is met by some Dubilier Micadon.

**Micadon type 601 T**
- Has adjustable clips which slip over transformer and other binding posts. Price 45 cents up.

**Dubilier Micadon type 601**

**Micadon type 601 G**
- Has clips to hold fixed grid-leak. Price 45 cents up without grid-leak.

**Micadon type 601 L**
- Has eyeletted tabs that receive the terminals of a variable grid-leak. Price 45 cents up.

**Micadon type 601 G-T**
- Has clips to hold fixed grid-leak and adjustable clips that slip over binding posts. Price 55 cents up.

A special Dubilier by-pass condenser has been made which eliminates noises and increases signal strength. Used across the “B” battery terminals. Price, 70 cents up.

Dubilier Condenser and Radio Corporation

42-46 W. 4th St. New York, N.Y.
Sodion Reflex Receiver

To the man who wants a set so equipped as to get the utmost from it, this outfit will appeal strongly. A Sodion is used for the detector, and a UV201A for the radio and audio amplifier.

More and more the small reflex sets are coming into vogue, a reaction, perhaps which accompanies the simultaneous popularity of multi-tube supers. B. C. L's in the cities find one or two-tube receivers adequate on local reception. Experimenters are working for more miles-per-tube efficiency. As a matter of facts, five-tube neutraldyes and eight-tube supers are only a step in the various stages thru which receiver design is passing. We used to discuss automobiles in relation to horsepower, but now the miles-per-gallon is the more interesting factor. To be sure, there are so many types of sets fundamentally different in method, but there must be a definite trend in present developments even tho it is not yet recognizable.

Of all detectors, the Sodion tube is generally accepted as the most sensitive. Like any other sensitive instrument, however, the Sodion must be used correctly to realize the full efficiency. One of the first problems met in the design of the type 6000 set was the selection of an R. F. transformer. The Acme R2 was found to give the best results for working into the Sodion. You will find that maximum efficiency is obtained at about 360 meters and around 700 meters, altho Micas-dons of 0.0001 or 0.00025 mfd. can be put across the primary of the R2 to change the wavelength peaks.

The circuit depends upon a triple-range condenser and Paragon variometer for tuning. Across the variometer the UV201-A is connected, with the R2 transformer and filament control jack in the plate circuit. The secondary of the R. F. transformer goes to the collector of the Sodion on one side, and the potentiometer on the other. Instead of a potentiometer and fixed resistance, a special 190-ohm Pacent potentiometer is used, so as to simplify the arrangement. Coupling from the plate of the Sodion to the grid of the UV201-A is accomplished thru a 1 to 4½ ratio Kellog A. F. transformer. Fil-Ko-Stats provide a fine adjustment for the tube filaments.

Three panels are needed, one 7 by 14 ins. for the front, and two 3½ by 9 ins. for the tube and sub panels, all 3/16 in. thick. Bakelite panels are the best, made of Formica, Dileo, or Celeron. On the front panel are mounted a Paragon variometer, Connecticut triple-range condenser, two Fil-Ko-Stats, a 190-ohm Pacent potentiometer, and Carter open circuit fila-
Fig. 2. Comparing this illustration with others previously published, it is obvious that the appearance of the set is greatly improved by using wire instead of the heavy bus bar.

Kurtz-Kasch knobs and dials are used except for the condenser. The big one is the new type, 4 ins. in diameter, and the other three are 2 ins. in diameter. The knobs originally supplied with the Fil-Ko-Stats were broken off and replaced with the Kurtz-Kasch dials so as to make the appearance of the front panel uniform.

At the rear there are 6 Eby Ensign binding posts, an Acme R2 transformer, Connecticut Sodion socket, Bestone UV-201A socket, Kellog 1 to 4.5 audio transformer, and a 0.0005 mfd. Micadon.

The hardware is of standard design. Four terminal panel support pillars 3 ¼ by 3 ½ in. diameter are needed, left and right hand angle brackets, and six coil support pillars 1 1/16-ins. long by 5/16-in. diameter. Holes in the coil support pillars are threaded clear through for a 6-32 screw while the holes in the terminal panel pillars, also 6-32 thread, are 1/2 in. deep.

Fig. 3 shows the front panel at one-half scale and Fig. 5 the two rear panels. You will notice that a center line is drawn through each panel. That is done so that you can measure, in laying out your panels, from the center to the left and to the right rather than working from one end or the other. The former way is much more accurate as the holes will be correctly located in respect to each other even tho the panel is not of exactly the correct length. Vertical measurements should be made upward from the bottom edge.

The 1-in. and 1 1/2-in. holes for the tubes are made with Stevens panel cutters. A 3/16-in. hole should be drilled first at the center to take the point of the panel cut-ter. All holes on which dimensions do not appear should be made with a No. 18 drill.

To make the assembly work as easy as possible, have all the parts and the necessary tools ready to work with before you start in. You ought to have an American Beauty soldering iron, a small and large Yankee screw driver, pliers and cutters, Spintite wrenches for 1/4-in. and 5/16-in. nuts and a foot or two of rosin core solder. Remember to fill each lug with solder before you put it in place and put lugs on each instrument, pointing in the directions shown in Fig. 7 before you mount the separate parts.

1. Mount the variometer, variable condenser, Fil-Ko-Stats, potentiometer, jack and the four panel support pillars on the front panel. Screws and nuts are supplied with the Fil-Ko-Stats and potentiometer. The variable condenser is held by a clamping nut on the front panel. 1/2-in. 6-32 R. H. screws are required for the variometer and the panel support pillars.

2. Connect 1 to 2 and 3 to 4. 1 and 3 are lugs on the potentiometer binding posts. Terminals 3 and 4 are soldered directly to the coil mounting pillars. Connect 5 to 6. These are the terminals on the Fil-Ko-Stats. Connect 7 to 8. 7 is a lug on the Fil-Ko-Stat mounting screw and 8 the center spring on the jack. Connect 9 to 10. The strap on the variable condenser should be across A and B and connection 9 is on terminal A.

3. Put the interpanel connection screws and lugs on the sub panel. These provide connections numbered 22 and 60, 14, and 58, and 28 and 36. Looking at the sub panel from the rear, the left hand interpanel connection screw should have the lug...
Fig. 3. One-half scale drawing of the front panel. Concentric circles indicate counter sinking for flat head screws.
at the rear pointing up and the lug at the front pointing down, altho it is not shown that way in the drawing. The center screw should have a lug at the rear pointing up and a lug at the front pointing down, while the right hand screw should have a lug at the rear pointing to the right and a lug at the front pointing to the left. Mount the A. F. transformer on the sub panel with the primary connections at the top and the secondary connections at the bottom. Use 1/2-in. 6-32 R. H. screws and nuts. On the upper right hand mounting screw put a lug pointing to the right at the rear of the panel and on the left hand upper screw put a lug pointing to the left on the front of the panel. Mount the R. F. transformer on the sub panel using 1/2-in. 6-32 R. H. screws and nuts. The right hand screw should have a lug at the front of the panel pointing to the right and another lug on the transformer base pointing upward. The left hand mounting screw should have a lug at the front and another on the transformer base, both pointing downward.

4. Connect 11 to 12, and 13 to 14.

5. Mount the sub panel on the panel support pillars using 1/2-in. 6-32 R. H. screws. Beneath the screws which hold the two upper pillars put on the angle brackets, and on the screw holding the left hand angle bracket put a soldering lug, and another between the pillar and the front of the sub panel. These instructions are given looking at the rear of the set. Note that soldering lugs must be put under the screw heads holding the two lower panel support pillars.

6. Connect 17 to 18. 18 is the front lug on the screw that holds the R. F. transformer. Connect 19 to 20. 19 is the front lug on the screw which holds the A. F. transformer. Connect 21 to 22. 22 is the front lug on the inner panel connection screw. Connect 23 to 24. 23 is the front lug on the terminal panel support pillar and 24 the top spring of the jack. Connect 25 to 26. 25 is the front lug on the screw holding the R. F. transformer and 26 the longest spring on the jack. Connect 27 to 28. 27 is the frame terminal on the jack and 28 the front lug on the interpanel connection screw. Connect 29 to 30.

7. Mount the binding posts on the panel. Have the holes in the four rear binding posts pointing front and back and the two side binding posts left and right. Put lugs on each binding post. Turn the thumb nuts on the UV201-A socket down tight and on each binding post screw put a coil support pillar and tinned lug. Mount the socket with 1/2-in. 6-32 R. H. screws going into the pillars. Mount the tube panel on the angle brackets using 1/2-in. 6-32 R. H. screws and nuts. Connect 31 to 32. 31 is the filament lug on the socket and 32 the rear lug on the R. F. transformer mounting screw. Connect 33 to 34, 35 to 36, 37 to 38, 39 to 40, 41 to 40, and 42 to 29. 41 and 42 are lugs on 1/2-in. 6-32 R. H. screws passing through the terminals of the Micadon.
Keep the Micadon close to the transformer terminals so that it will not interfere with the cabinet when the set is mounted. Connect 43 to 44. 44 is the plus terminal on the transformer. Connect 45 to 46. 45 is the grid terminal on the socket.

8. Put soldering lugs on the terminals of the sodion socket, and fasten the socket to the under side of the tube panel by means of 1/2-in. 6-32 R. H. screws threaded into coil support pillars.

9. Connect 15 to 16, 47 to 48, 49 to 50, 51 to 52, 53 to 54, and 55 to 60. 60 is a connection made to the rear lug on the
interpanel connection screw. Connect 56 to 57, and 58 to 59. 58 is the front lug on the interpanel connection and 59 the center terminal on the potentiometer. This completes the wiring of the set.

A small antenna is satisfactory on this set, a single wire about 100 ft. long and 20 or 30 ft. high. The ground is important and should be made to a pipe that has water in it at all times. Remember that rust and paint must be filed off before the connection is made. An excellent ground can be obtained by putting a wire under the screw which holds the handle of a faucet.

Dry cells can be used for the filament current supply of this set. The 6-in. Eveready batteries, type 7111, give excellent service. Two sets of four-series cells should be connected in parallel. A storage battery of 40 or 60 ampere-hour capacity is preferred by some experimenters. The panel markings show how the B batteries should be wired. 45 volts across the two left hand rear binding posts, looking at the set from the front, and 22 volts across the two center posts. This puts 67 volts on the amplifier tube and 22½ on the detector.

Try out the filament circuit before you connect the B batteries so that any errors will be discovered before the tubes are blown out. Light the filaments to moderate brilliancy. The Sodion emits a hiss until it is correctly adjusted. Then the rheostat and potentiometer must be regulated until the noise just ceases. That is the most sensitive point. When the rheostats and potentiometer have been once set they require no further adjustment since the filament circuit is opened when the telephone plug is removed. That leaves just the variometer and condenser for tuning. When a station is heard, increase the variometer and decrease the condenser to bring the signals to maximum strength. This gives a regenerative effect without making the circuit oscillate. At the same time, the volume is considerably increased and the tuning made much sharper.

In the first illustration, showing the front of the set, two Ackerman loud speakers are connected to the receiver. It has been found that two of the less expensive types, even tho the volume from each unit is less, give a greater total volume, often-times, than a single expensive loud speaker. It is essential, of course, to use loud speakers which do not overload or distort. Since only one jack is provided on the set, the plugs are inserted in a Pacent Twin Adapter, as you will see in the illustration. The individual plugs are of the Pacent No. 40 type.

Fig. 6. By spacing the rear unit back from the jack, rheostats, condenser, and potentiometer, the front panel, room is allowed for mounting the condenser. Otherwise it would be necessary to lengthen considerably.
Fig. 7. The picture wiring diagram shows the connections as they are actually arranged. Much time and trouble can be saved by following the assembly and wiring instructions.
EDITORIAL

INCE the radio public has had an opportunity to judge by experience the actual value of ninety per cent of the construction articles which appear in radio publications, we find now that the average radio reader is wondering why all this worthless material ever gets into print. When these radio readers have had more time to think it over, however, they will discover that they really should ask, "Who writes all this worthless material that gets into print?" Suppose we try to find out. Let us ask questions.

The editor will disclaim responsibility. Excepting Radio and Model Engineering, no magazine editor writes more than an occasional popular article or the short fillers. The editor's job is to find out what kind of articles make the magazine sell well, and to get those articles. Where do they come from? The editor says they are written by radio experts. How does he know they are experts? Because they were among the first Experimenters to have radio sets back in 1910 or years ago, anyway.

Now — Think of someone who has owned a motor car for as long as that, so long that he has had all kinds of experience with all kinds of cars. Perhaps he can take the engine apart and put it together without one mistake. But is he an expert on automobile design and construction? He knows the faults of his motor, but can he design a new one that would be better? He can recognize a body squeak, but can he draw up one which will neither vibrate nor squeak?

Certainly not! He hasn't had the right kind of experience, nor the facilities for getting that kind of experience. Nor has the "free lance" writer of radio articles the fundamental grasp of theory or practice. Again, when you consider that the actual cost of producing a construction article for RADIO & MODEL ENGINEERING runs from $400 to $500 you will see that the cost is far too high for the ordinary writer who gets $1 or $1.50 a word for the article. He can revamp old things on paper, or tell the story of something new which somebody else did — just as your friend can do about automobiles.

Not all of the offenses committed in the name of construction articles can be laid to free lances, however. Frequently a manufacturer gets up a new and terrible set, and on the strength of paid advertising induces the editor to publish a story he has written about it, for such publicity helps sell parts. Magazines do not often accept such materials but newspaper radio sections are full of it.

With a general picture of the origin of radio atrocities, it is easier to recognize them. First off, look for the name of the circuit. If you think that's the only new feature about it, that's two black marks. If there are drawings but no photographs, the set probably was built and tested only on paper. Four black marks. If there are photos, and the instrument looks like a Ford dealer's junk pile, you can assume that the man doesn't know much more about radio theory than he does about radio construction. Give it five black marks. If the author wants you to believe that the set is good for 300 miles on a loop or over 1,000 miles on an antenna under all conditions, he's bluffing. Five more marks. Any score over six counts the set out.

A little over three years ago, when this publication first appeared, it was given the name Radio and Model Engineering because we expected to divide the editorial space equally between radio and model articles. As it has developed, however, the two subjects are so distinct that they do not belong properly in the same magazine. Therefore, with the August issue, the word "Model" will be dropped, making the name in the future Radio Engineering. Later, a separate magazine will be published under the title of Model Engineering, but until that time model articles will be continued in Radio Engineering.

The size of R and M under its new name will not be changed, but the number of pages will be increased to allow room for the regular construction articles and, in addition, design data, technical information on new types of equipment, laboratory and factory tests and inspection, as well as special features planned for designers, engineers, and shop superintendents, and of equal interest to Experimenters and radio dealers who are keeping up with the advance of the art.

M. B. SLEEPER, Editor
A Selective Wave Trap

The ability of a wave trap to cut out unwanted signals depends upon low losses in both the inductance and condenser.

On any type of receiving set a wave trap can be used to make the tuning sharper. Some experimenters who have tried to use this device, however, report that it does not help enough to make it worth while. Investigation has shown that, in every case, either the condenser or coil or both, were not of efficient design, the losses being so great that the tuning of the wave trap or filter was about as broad as that of the receiver itself.

The type illustrated here does give real selectivity because the losses are exceedingly low and the tuning, consequently, sufficiently sharp.

The front panel is of Formica 7 by 5 ins. and the rear terminal panel 2 1/2 by 5 ins., both 3/16-in. thick. The front panel carries a 0.0005 mfd. Hammarlund vernier variable condenser, on the rear of which is mounted a Fikit of pickle bottle coil design, manufactured by the Eastern Coil Company. Although the Fikit with 12 turns on the primary is shown in the illustration, better results are obtained with the type having only 6 turns on the primary. Two holes are drilled in the upper part of the aluminum frame 2 1/4 ins. apart. These take 3/8-in. 6-32 R. H. screws and nuts to fit in the holes of the coil mounting legs. To make the unit handy for laboratory use the terminal panel is secured to the front panel by means of two coil support pillars.

Since this filter is of the inductively coupled type the primary terminals on the Fikit are run to the two binding posts and the secondary terminals to the connections on the variable condenser. One binding post should be run to the ground connection on the receiving set and the other to the ground lead. Sometimes better results are obtained with the filter in the antenna circuit although generally it makes very little difference.

When the filter is not in use the variable condenser should be set at zero. As soon as interfering signals are heard, the dial should be rotated until the interference is reduced to minimum.

In some circuits better results are obtained with the filter directly in the antenna circuit. Then the primary winding on the Fikit should be left open, the antenna run to a connection on the fixed plates and a wire run from the variable plates to the antenna binding post on the set. That is the infinite impedance type of filter. Its operation is the same as for the coupled type.

The wave trap makes an excellent wavemeter, if you have it calibrated from a standard, either for general laboratory use or to determine the wavelength of incoming signals. If it is calibrated, you can tell the wavelength of transmitting stations by adjusting the wavetrap until the station cannot be heard. At that point the wavelength setting is the same as that of the sending station. You can work the calibration backward, if you wish, by noting on a chart the setting of the wavetraps dial on various stations whose wavelengths are given in the programs or call lists.
Commercial Type Sets and Circuits

Design Data on the Bestone Set

An unusual tuning circuit arrangement is employed in the V-60 receiver. This outfit employs a step of tuned R. F., detector, and two-step A. F. amplifier.

In the V-60 receiver a very unusual tuning circuit arrangement is employed, as shown in the accompanying wiring diagram. The antenna circuit is coupled to the secondary by a single turn of wire altho it is conductively coupled to the first tube through a small condenser on one side and from the filament circuit on the other side. The 3-coil inductance unit, made up on a single tube, 3 ins. in diameter by 10 ins. long is wound with No. 18 D. C. C. wire, with 64 turns on the lower section, 32 turns on the center section, and 64 turns on the upper section. No space is left between the sections of the unit. The antenna coupling turn is wound on the center of the middle coil.

Coupling between the first tube, which is the R. F. amplifier, and the second, the detector, is accomplished by transformer L-5. This consists of a lattice winding of 48 turns of No. 24 D. S. C. wire, making a coil 5/8-in. wide. It is slipped inside a Bakelite tube around which 8 turns of the same wire are wound, to serve as a primary.

The side view shows a wooden case mounted at the rear of the tube panel. It contains the antenna and secondary coil unit with the fixed condensers. The R. F. transformer, however, is mounted beneath the tube panel.

Shunted around the upper and lower coils are 9.0005 mfd. condensers. They are controlled from a single knob, for the shaft of one is coupled to the shaft of the other, as can be seen in the illustration showing the under side.

The filament circuit is so arranged that, normally, only three tubes are lighted when the switch is turned on but, when the plug is inserted in the second jack, the filament control contacts close and the circuit of the last tube, the second A. F. amplifier.

This is an excellent outfit for those who prefer non-regenerative tuned radio frequency rather than the usual regenerative outfits. The quality of reproduction is particularly good, the range compares favorably with the best types of receivers, and the tuning is extremely simple since, once the rheostats have been adjusted to give the proper brilliancy, there are only two controls to adjust.

This outfit is manufactured to sell completely assembled altho, for the benefit of Experimenters who prefer to build their own equipment, the parts are available either as a complete kit or special items can be purchased individually. The price of the assembled receiver, without tubes or batteries, is $150.00, while the combination of coupled variable condensers, complete inductance unit, and R. F. transformer costs $20.50. The parts employed are of Bestone manufacture throughout except for the fixed condensers and grid-leak, which are of Freshman manufacture. Two types of cabinets are supplied, either the mahogany cabinet with a compartment for B batteries or a smaller size without the B battery compartment, finished in black leatherette.
A particularly long ground may affect the circuit to a certain extent and it is well to try fixed condensers of various capacities in the ground lead before connecting with the A minus terminal. A .001 condenser has been found in several instances to increase the volume and selectivity greatly. A single-wire aerial of approximately 60 ft. in length is best adapted to this circuit. If a long aerial is used it is well to make the .0005 mfd. condenser of 0.00025 mfd., and where an indoor aerial is used, this condenser should be entirely eliminated.

If the range of the readings is too low on the dials, greater range can be accomplished by removing one or two turns of wire from the outer coils of the inductance unit. This is mentioned because, in certain instances, Experimenters use silk covered wire where cotton covered is specified and, of course, the distributed capacity and inductance vary in consequence. As the number of turns on the coils is decreased, higher capacities are required in the variable condensers to give the same wavelength.

The wiring of the set and the constants are given in this diagram.
If it is just as easy to lay out instrument panels accurately as it is to make mistakes and it is a lot more fun when you start the assembly work to have everything fit together properly instead of patching up here and there because the holes were not drilled just where they belonged. The series of sketches on these two pages illustrate the exact steps which must be gone through to scale off dimensions from the one-half size drawings.

The tools required for this job are a 12-in. combination square, pocket scriber, 6-in. dividers, and center punch. The tools we used at the laboratory are of Starrett manufacture. As for the center punch, you may want the plain type but you will find the automatic punch more convenient and more accurate. You simply press on the handle until the trigger releases the spring and forces the point into the panel.

1. Scratch a line across the panel at the exact center and also draw a line across the center of the drawing of the panel.

2. Measure with the dividers the distance from the center line to the center of the first hole.

3. Find out, by putting the dividers on the combination square, exactly what the distance is. In almost every case distances are in fractions of one-sixteenth inch.

4. Reset the dividers at exactly twice the original setting, measuring on the square.

5. With the dividers, make a light mark
at that distance from the center line on the panel.

6. Scratch a line across the panel, parallel to the center line, through the mark just made with the dividers.

7. Measure on the drawing from the bottom of the panel to the center of the hole. Always work to the outside of the lines marking out the panel on the drawings.

8. Determine the distance just found on the drawing.

9. Double the distance as before and reset the dividers.

10. Lay off this new distance from the bottom of the panel up on the cross line previously scratched.

11. Where the new mark intersects the cross line make a center punch mark. This is the correct location for the hole.

The other three illustrations show tools which are also used in this work, the twist drill, center punch, and panel cutter, the plain and automatic center punches, and the Church automatic drilling template.

The panel cutter is a new tool recently brought out by Stevens and Company. It can be fitted in a hand brace. This makes a smooth, clean hole for socket tubes and bezels. The automatic center punch has been described already.

The automatic template is particularly useful where you are employing an instrument that calls for drilling different from that shown in the scale drawings. It can be very quickly set to the holes on the instrument and the centers transferred to the panel by tapping on the hardened steel points.
Construction of a One-Eighth-Inch Scale Model
310-Foot U. S. Destroyer

Part 4. The final construction data on the forward half of the destroyer, detailed photographs of which have been given already.

Fig. 10, a one-fourth scale drawing, supplements the photograph previously given, showing the design and arrangement of the forward part of the 310-ft. destroyer. This is sufficiently clear so that the fittings and their location can be quickly recognized.

By comparing notes with the illustrations in part 1, you can see just how the mast, rigging, and the radio antennas should be designed. The auxiliary antenna, running to the smoke stack, is made up of four wires, separated at the smoke stack spreader but brought together at the extremities of the mast spreader. A lead is taken from each side and brought down to a single wire which is secured to an insulator just aft of the bridge. Dotted lines show the spreader for the main antenna which has four wires equally spaced.

Just below, the cross arms are illustrated in dotted lines. Actually they are not turned in this direction but they are drawn in that way to show the size.

Just below the bridge an ammunition rack is shown which does not appear on the original model. This can be put on or omitted if its construction presents particular difficulties.

The rigging should be done with wire or, better, fine fish line. It does not pay to use ordinary thread as that stretches or even rots away after a short period of time.

Of the various fittings many can be purchased complete if you do not want to make them. For example, the life boats, anchor, binnacle, cabin doors, search lights, running lights, air ports, ventilators, davits, and stanchions, are available and at reasonable prices. All these things are made to 1/8-in scale so that they are of the correct size to be used on this destroyer model.

If possible, while you are working on the construction of the destroyer, take a trip to one of the Navy yards for the best photographs and drawings tell the story as well or completely as it can be seen by looking at one of these boats. You will find differences in details altho, for a number of years, the general plan of our destroyers has been changed very little.

It is very important to use water proof glue in the construction work even tho the boat is not to be put into water for the moisture in the air, after a time, will otherwise cause the parts to separate at the joints. For this purpose Ambroid cement is particularly recommended. It comes in a small can of 2 ounces or a larger size containing 5 ounces.

The flux used for soldering must also be watched for anything containing acid will corrode the metal pieces. If an acid flux is used all traces should be wiped away with a cloth or brush and alcohol. Experienced model makers use silver solder but that is a little harder to handle than the ordinary lead solder.

Many ship models which are so highly prized today were built years and years ago. The secret of maintaining a model in perfect condition for a long time lies in the proper choice and use of the materials. For that reason the painting, too, must be done with great care and with the best mediums possible.

For model makers who prefer to work from full-size drawings rather than those of one-fourth scale which are presented here, a set of photostats is now available, reproducing Fig. 4, Fig. 10, and the other half of the destroyer, not shown in Fig. 10, at the actual size for a one-eighth-inch scale model. The photostats can be obtained from the Blueprint Department. Several readers have asked why the scale of one-eighth-inch was chosen. This is, to be sure, an arbitrary scale, but it is the one most commonly used not only by model makers for their own work but for commercial and naval models as well. It is best to select a particular scale and keep to it, so that different models, when grouped together, do not seem disproportionately large or small.
Fig. 10. One-fourth scale drawing of the forward half of the 310-ft. destroyer.
AMPLEX
GRID-DENSER
Improves ANY Circuit

Replaces FIXED CONDENSERS and gives

Unbroken range from 0 to .0003 Mfd. and
.0002 to .001 Mfd.

ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL in
COCKADAY, SUPER-HETERODYNE, ULTRA-
DYNE, SUPERTYNE, NEUTRODYNE, etc.

No two tubes or circuits are alike. Each requires a
different EXACT capacity for maximum efficiency.
A slight turn of the GRID-DENSER knob finds the
CORRECT capacity for you.

Permits operating set at highest point of regeneration,
controls oscillations, maintains perfect
stability.

SPECIFIED by Haynes, Cockaday, Greif, M. B.
Sleeper, Lescarbourea, Foote, Pfeiffer,
Tobias, in all circuits for
GREATER DISTANCE, LOUDER AND CLEARER
SIGNS.

FREE Booklet with hook-ups showing how to
double the efficiency of your set.

SIZES: .0005 { Plain or with } .001 { Grid Leak Clips } $1.25

AMPLEX INSTRUMENT LABORATORIES
57 Dry Street. Dept. M-7. New York City, N. Y.

MODEL SHIP FITTINGS

Boucher Ship Fittings Are Accurately Made to
1/8 inch or 1/4 inch Scale

In the BOUCHER catalog you will find all kinds of
parts, materials, tools, wood blocks, paints, and equipment
listed which every model maker requires. Of special
interest is the section devoted to parts for scale ex-
hibition models. There are all kinds of tiny blocks,
cleats, running lights, ventilators, propellers, bits,
chocks, life rings, davits, stanchions, air ports, search-
lights, winches, and fittings all exactly to scale. Every
tiny detail of the parts is worked out perfectly, with the
same care that is used in fittings for models supplied to
steamship companies and the U. S. and foreign navies.
A copy of this unabridged catalog number 502 will be
sent you upon receipt of 25c in stamps.

BOUCHER, Inc.
SCALE MODELS
415 Madison Avenue New York City
SUPER TRIODYNE
(Improved Super-heterodyne)
Eight tubes with five-tube B battery consumption

The SUPER-TRIODYNE is the first practical type of super-heterodyne, for it consumes no more B battery current than a five-tube neutrodyne. It does away with the necessity of buying B batteries every two or three weeks.

The SUPER-TRIODYNE uses no B battery on the three intermediate amplifiers, yet the volume and clarity are superior to any other Super set. UV-201-A tubes are recommended, although others can be used. Parts required can be obtained from your local dealer—nothing difficult about the construction.

Set of blueprints and panel patterns, rolled in mailing tube, $2.00

Technical Book Shop
52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York City

THE ONLY COMPLETE LINE of Instrument
KNOWBS AND DIALS

KURZ-KASCH knobs, dials, indicating knobs, and switch knobs comprise the only complete line so designed as to give a symmetrical appearance to all controls. Moreover, while all K-K products are molded of genuine Bakelite, the prices of these parts are so reasonable that they are no more expensive than cheap, dull knobs and dials. If your dealer doesn't carry the K-K line, write us, giving his name.

MANUFACTURERS
Knobs and dials of genuine Bakelite aren't expensive if you get them from Kurz-Kasch. Our line is so complete that we can supply whatever your instruments require. On molded parts of any description our factory, the most complete molding plant in the country, can give you quality, speed, and prices which will surprise you. Send us your blue prints.

KURZ-KASCH CO. SOUTH BROADWAY DAYTON, OHIO
"The Knobs Can't Come off"

Every Radio Fan Should Have This Booklet

New and Improved

'Read' em'

(Copyrighted)

BINDING POSTS

The manufacturer of radio sets—or the amateur who builds his own—knows how a set of fine binding posts enriches the appearance of any radio set. "Read 'em" Binding Posts with irremovable knobs need no introduction to the radio world. The new and improved model (pictured) has all the popular features—rounded head, neatly engraved letters, heavy substantial knurling, a shallow saw-tooth shoulder which prevents collar from cracking and post from turning. The name "Read 'em" is on every post for your protection. Beautifully moulded of black Bakelite, rich in appearance yet moderate in retail price—15c., set of 10 for $1.50. We cordially invite radio manufacturers and jobbers to write us for a sample of this new post.

The Marshall-Gerken Company
DEPT. 164
TOLEDO, OHIO

Price 15c
DAVEN RADIO CORP.
Resistor Specialists
9-11 Campbell St. Newark, N. J.

POSTER'S PERFECT PANELS
THE RECOGNIZED STANDARD

ENGRAVING—MACHINING

POSTER Panels, engraved and drilled and polished, can be obtained for any of the circuits described in Radio & Model Engineering. For the panel for any set from superheterodyne down, specify POSTER Panels.

POSTER & CO., Inc.
26-28 Barclay St., N. Y. Tel. Cort. 4965-6
(WHOLESALE ONLY)
“HOLD-TITE” Jack
Special Features:
Mounts on panel without spacer-washer combinations.
Heavy phosphor-bronze springs (low resistance).
Westinghouse “Micarta” insulation.
Pure silver contacts; no corroding.
Contacts are self-cleaning.
Wide spaced terminals will take large square wire.

“TU-WAY” Plug $1.00
Other Carter Products:
Jack-switches.
Vernier Control and
Automatic Control Rheostats.
Inductance Switches.
Portable Jacks.
“IMP” Plugs.
“IMP” Jacks.

Write for Catalog
Order from your Dealer

Improve your set with an AmerTran and enjoy radio this summer as never before

The AmerTran is now made in two types: AmerTran AF-6 (turn ratio 5), is for use in the first stage; AmerTran AF-7 (turn ratio 3½) is the companion transformer for use in further stages of amplification. Ask your Electrical Dealer; or sent carriage charges collect. Price, each type, $7.

American Transformer Co., 173 Emmet St., Newark, N. J.
Designers and builders of radio transformers for over 23 years

S T A N D A R D o f E X C E L L E N C E
for audio amplification

A M E R T R A N
TRADE MARK REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.
Standardized Parts List

The materials used to make up the set described in this issue were supplied by the following companies. Names appear below will be glad to send you bulletins describing other products which they make. Please mention R & M when you write them.

PARTS FOR THE TYPE 6000 SODION REFLEX RECEIVER

**Type** | **Name** | **Price**
--- | --- | ---
R2 | R. F. transformer | $5.00
Adams-Morgan Company, Upper Montclair, N. J. | 1-Paragon variometer | 5.00
Carter Radio Company, G-209 So. State St., Chicago, Ill. | 1-3-spring jack | .90
Connecticut Tel. & Elec. Co., Meriden, Connecticut | 1-Sodion tube | 5.00
D10 | 1-Triple range condenser | 4.50
Dubiller Condenser & Radio Corp., 48 West 4th St., New York City, N. Y. | 1-0.0005 mfd. Micadon | .35
James Goldmark Company, B-83 Warren St., New York City, N. Y. | 1-1/2 lb. spool of Wiret | .92
R. H. Hyman & Company, 476-Y Broadway, New York City, N. Y. | 1-Audion socket | .75
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., 1066 W. Adams St., Chicago, Ill. | 501-A 1-1 to 4/5 A. F. transformer | 5.00
Kurz-Kasch Company, South B'way, Dayton, Ohio. | 1-4-in. tapered knob and dial | $1.25
NW | 1-4-in. tapered knobs and dials | 1.80
Pacent Electric Co., A-22 Park Place, New York City, N. Y. | 1-Special 190-ohm potentiometer | 1.25
Poster & Company, 28 Barclay St., New York City, N. Y. | 1-7 by 14 by 3/16-in. Formica panel | 2.49
98 | 1-3/16 by 2/24 by 3/16-in. Formica panel | 2.76
Radio Stores, Inc. | 218 West 34th St., New York City, N. Y. | 2-30-ohm Fil-Ko-Stats | 4.00

**Miscellaneous Parts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2Pkg. 25 tinned soldering lugs</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1—right hand nickeled angle bracket</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1—left hand nickeled angle bracket</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-coil support pillars</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-terminal panel supports</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Pkgs. 10, 1/8-in. 6-32 R.H. nickeled screws</td>
<td>.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Pkgs. 10, 6-32 nickeled nuts</td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COMPLETE SET OF PARTS.** | 45.72

PARTS FOR TYPE 6100 WAVE TRAP

**Type** | **Name** | **Price**
--- | --- | ---
Eastern Coil Co. | 22 Warren St., New York City, N. Y. | 1-Fikit, 6-turn primary | $2.00
Hammarlund Mfg. Co. | B-144 West 18th St., New York City, N. Y. | Curt-Kasch Company, South B'way, Dayton, Ohio. | 1-4-in. tapered knob and dial | .125
Poster & Company, 26 Barclay St., New York City, N. Y. | 1-7 by 5 by 3/16-in. Formica panel | 1.00
| 501-A | 1-1 to 4/5 A. F. transformer | .53 |
| 158 | 1-7 by 2 1/2 by 3/16-in. Formica panel | .36 |
| 63 | 1—Pkg. 10, 1/8-in. 6-32 R. H. nickeled screws | .12 |

**COMPLETE SET OF PARTS FOR THE WAVE TRAP.** | 11.90

**Auxiliary Parts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National Carbon Company</td>
<td>Long Island City, N. Y.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large 22 1/2-volt B battery</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large 45-volt B battery</td>
<td>5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 1/2-volt variable battery</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-amp. storage battery 6 volts</td>
<td>15.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TWO INDISPENSABLE TOOLS**

for laying out and marking panels are contained in "GNOME BRAND" RADIO KIT No. 1.

- Combination Square with Protractor—No. 84—12" | $1.20 ea.
- Automatic Centre Punch—No. 18-AA | 1.44 ea.
- Kit No. 1 at $16.00, contains 22 Tools, including Electric Soldering Iron, Automatic Center Punch, Combination Try Square, etc.
- Kit No. 2 at $8.00 contains 15 Tools, as illustrated.

Ask for circular No. 329, also special catalog of carpenter tools, No. 595.

HAMMACHER, SCHLEMMER & CO., INC.

New York, since 1848
4th Av. and 13th St.
Radio fans, who have had trouble connecting and adjusting grid biasing condensers, will appreciate our new condenser, code 610, which the Kellogg Company have just placed on the market. This is a standard 11 plate variable condenser of minimum .000001 and maximum .000010 microfareds, and it has as part of the construction, a micrometer vernier condenser with a capacity minimum of one micro-microfared and a maximum of ten micro-microfareds.

The use of this No. 610 Kellogg condenser has many advantages.
1. It is designed to provide a vernier of minute capacity that can be used as a bias.
2. To eliminate unnecessary wiring and its attendant difficulties and complications.
3. To limit the number of parts necessary in the set.
4. Providing the greatest degree of efficiency in circuits requiring grid, micrometer, or biasing condenser.

The use of these condensers in any stage improves not only the appearance of the set, because of reducing the amount of wiring and apparatus, but actually aids in more efficient tuning.

The Kellogg Switchboard and Supply Company, in keeping abreast with radio developments, have found that the amateur and radio experimenter are interested in a reliable condenser with vernier capable of being tuned from one to ten micro-microfareds.

If your dealer does not carry Kellogg radio, write us, giving his name.

USE — IS THE TEST

KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD & SUPPLY COMPANY

1066 W. Adams St.
Chicago, Ill.
THE DETECTOR FOR YOUR REFLEX SET

The Sodion is a non-oscillating detector of extreme sensitivity and purity of tone.

These qualities—together with the fact that it does not have to resort to regeneration to build up its signal strength—make it the ideal tube for use as the detector in any good reflex set.

"What Sodion Means to Radio"

is the name of a pamphlet just published showing a series of hook-ups in which the Sodion detector gives excellent results.

Beginning with the battery circuit best suited to the Sodion, it gives you the details for a simple tuning control—some rearrangements of the more popular regenerative sets and reflex circuits—up to and including the changes required for its use in the Neutrodyne.

The price of the Sodion Tube is $5.00

"What Sodion Means to Radio" is yours for the asking.

Engineers Like

EBY Quality Binding Posts

Because

The tops don't come off.
They're easily mounted on sets.
They give lasting satisfaction.
The price is surprisingly low.

The H. H. EBY MFG. CO.
Amplify the MODERN way!

UNLESS you have actually listened to an amplifier built of MODERN Transformers, you do not know how clear and life-like radio reproduction can be.

Insist upon MODERN Transformers if you would experience the real joy of radio—the joy that comes from volume without distortion. MODERN Transformers are made in three types, the Ten to One, the Four to One, and the Push-Pull.

Send for the Book of MODERN Hook-ups. We will gladly mail it to you FREE!

B.L. SALES CO.
35 Warren St.
New York

Improved
RASLA REFLEX

The most efficient one-tube receiving set ever made. Can be built by inexperienced Experimenters.

DURRANT can supply promptly all items listed in the Standard Parts Lists in R and M, at the prices shown. DURRANT is not a cut rate mail order house, but an established organization of men who can handle your orders quickly, courteously, and intelligently. DURRANT always ships exactly what is ordered, without substitution. Quality and workmanship are absolutely guaranteed. Parts will be shipped C. O. D. if one-fourth of the amount is sent with the order. 10 cents must be added for registration to insure safe delivery.

DURRANT RADIO, Ltd.
C-52 Vanderbilt Avenue,
New York City
Appearance Plus!
The Pacent Rheostat is good to look at. Its handsome silvered dial and unique knob will lend distinction to the new set you build or the old one you remodel.

You will like its simple construction — its smooth and efficient operation. Built to last, in six different resistances. At all good radio shops.

Write for Catalog K-6

PACENT ELECTRIC CO., INC.
22 Park Place, New York, N.Y.
"Made of BAKELITE" is an accepted standard

Critical Government experts, as well as the most inexperienced novice, have come to recognize the phrase "Made of Bakelite" as a guaranty of excellence in radio insulation.

Bakelite's high dielectric strength, combined with its durability, and beauty of color and finish, have led to its adoption as standard insulation by the large majority of radio manufacturers.

Send for a copy of our Radio Booklet "I."

BAKELITE CORPORATION
247 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y.
Chicago Office: 636 West 22d Street

BAKELITE Condensite REDMANOL
are the registered Trade Marks for the Phenol Resin Products manufactured under patents owned by BAKELITE CORPORATION

THE MATERIAL OF A THOUSAND USES

Reflex Parts By Reflex Experts!

Write for the Rasla Reflex Construction Bulletins with full size layouts. They're FREE!

THE RASLA Fixed Detector and the RASLA CR Transformer are the products of an organization already famous for its reflex ability. Use these two essentials in your reflex and get real results.

RASLA Transformer ~ Fixed Detector

DAVIDSON RADIO CORP.
720 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.
CONNECTICUT
Triple Range
Variable Condenser

Type
D-10

has more features of direct, practical value than any other instrument of its kind yet developed.

TRIPLE RANGE: A few simple changes in the wiring connections (see chart above) enable this condenser to give approximately the same three capacity ranges covered by the eleven, twenty-three and forty-three plate type instruments.

LOW LOSS: Minimum effective resistance to radio frequency currents. Measurements taken in a test show this resistance to be 0.1 ohm at a capacity of 330 mfd. on a 215 meter WAVE length.

COMPLETE SHIELDING: A connection between the metallic condenser case and the common terminal of the two sections of the condenser provides against body capacity effects.

VERNIER SCALE: The dial, rotating through 346 degrees as against the usual 180 degrees, provides a vernier effect in the ratio of approximately 2 to 1.

COMPACT SIZE: Over all dimensions behind the panel—diameter 2”, depth 1 5/16”.

ONE HOLE MOUNTING: The condenser assembly, mounted on a threaded bushing, is clamped to the panel between two nuts, thus eliminating the difficulty usually encountered in lining up the three holes necessary for mounting the ordinary condenser.

Price $4.50

Complete with dial, index stud, spacing washers and bus bar.

Send for Bulletin A-104 describing this unique instrument, with information and diagrams illustrating its special applications.

www.americanradiohistory.com
No matter what the circuit

An ACME Audio Transformer makes it better

Whether you have a neutrodyne, superheterodyne, regenerative or reflex, the addition of the ACME A-2 Audio Frequency Transformer makes it better.

Send 10 cents for 36-page book, "Amplification without Distortion," which tells how to get it. It also shows you how to get the distant stations loud and clear with "Reflex," the circuit which gives more, tube for tube, than any other.

ACME APPARATUS COMPANY
Transformer and Radio Engineers and Manufacturers

ACME A-2
—for volume

ACME ~ for amplification
"The Best That Money Can Buy"

"Gold Seal" Head Sets

2200 Ohms
$8.00
3200 Ohms
$10.50

"DEVEAU GOLD SEAL" HEAD SETS are electrically and mechanically, as well as from a radio standpoint, as perfect as the highest-priced Head Set on the market, yet, with all their perfection, they retail at only $8.00 for 2200 Ohm and $10.50 for 3200 Ohm.

The trade mark "DEVEAU" has stood for the highest quality in telephone apparatus for thirty years, a guarantee that every known advantage in design and manufacturing has been taken into careful consideration.

Magnets are extra-heavy one-piece units; cups are of aluminum to keep down the weight but unlike other Head Sets, every exposed metal part of the set is finished in genuine 24-karat gold, under a protective lacquer so that the finish will last for years; the terminals of each unit are concealed, no contact possible with users' hands.

"DEVEAU GOLD SEAL" HEAD SETS are like a piece of fine jewelry in appearance, but with all the radio niceties that the most advanced radio enthusiast can desire. DEVEAU Units exactly match each other in tone, each has maximum sensitivity and perfection of tone quality.

The patented design of headgear is far ahead of any Head Set on the market, affording as it does, instant fitting to ears and head without "re-harnessing" and without binding or pressure, the latter an admitted nuisance with all other makes of Head Sets.

Caps are of genuine Bakelite, of scientific design, and comfortable to the ear; the bakelite never loses its jet-black lustre or highly polished surface.

"DEVEAU GOLD SEAL" HEAD SETS are never found in the cut-rate market, they are only sold to Jobbers who appreciate their value.

"DEVEAU GOLD SEAL" HEAD SETS are guaranteed to be electrically and mechanically perfect, our Guarantee protects every purchaser.

Order through your regular Jobber or write direct for the names of authorized Distributors throughout the country.


STANLEY & PATTERSON
250 WEST STREET
Downtown Stores
27 WARREN ST.
23 MURRAY ST.
NEW YORK, U. S. A.